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Abstract

terms or may hesitate. It is thus not always easy
to derive clear answers for such ambiguous user
questions. For example, when a user says, “What
is the masterpiece drawn by Leonardo da Vinci?”,
the system cannot determine an answer because
Leonardo da Vinci created several notable masterpieces (Figure 1; ambiguous Q). Taylor (Taylor,
1962) defined four level categories of user states in
information search.

Question answering (QA) with disambiguation
questions is essential for practical QA systems
because user questions often do not contain information enough to find their answers. We
call this task clarifying question answering, a
task to find answers to ambiguous user questions by disambiguating their intents through
interactions. There are two major problems in
building a clarifying question answering system: data preparation of possible ambiguous
questions and the generation of clarifying questions. In this paper, we tackle these problems
by sentence generation methods using sentence
structures. Ambiguous questions are generated
by eliminating a part of a sentence considering the sentence structure. Clarifying the question generation method based on case frame
dictionary and sentence structure is also proposed. Our experimental results verify that our
pseudo ambiguous question generation successfully adds ambiguity to questions. Moreover,
the proposed clarifying question generation recovers the performance drop by asking the user
for missing information.

1

• Q1 The actual, but unexpressed request
• Q2 The conscious, within-brain description of
the request
• Q3 The formal statement of the request
• Q4 The request as presented to the dialogue
agent
Most existing QA systems target Q3 or Q4; however, it is required for systems to answer questions
categorized into Q2. In other words, user questions
do not always contain sufficient information for
finding the answer; however, systems can fill in
the gap by asking back users directly (Small et al.,
2003; Bertomeu et al., 2006; Kato et al., 2006;
Aliannejadi et al., 2020). SQuAD 2.0 (Rajpurkar
et al., 2018) defined “unanswerble questions” in
their dataset; however, our problem definition is
that the system has potential answers but does not
have enough information to reach them.
Using clarifying questions is a common method
in conversational search (Radlinski and Craswell,
2017; Trippas et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018; Qu
et al., 2020); it ascertains the user’s retrieval intent
with questions if the system cannot capture this
from the initial request. Thus, the system can get
additional information to the initial request using a
clarifying question to make the user’s intent clearer.
In the previous example, the system can ask the
user, “Which museum displays this masterpiece?”
or “What is the motif?” to disambiguate possible
answers to the given question (Figure 1; clarifying Q1 and Q2). Some existing work tackled this

Introduction

Question answering (QA) is a conventional task
of natural language processing to provide answers
for given user questions. The advance of neural
network-based QA systems has led to a variety
of benchmark datasets of the QA task (Rajpurkar
et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2018). These benchmarks
define the problem of QA as predicting a corresponding phrase (span) in documents to a given
question when the system has both questions and
target documents.
Most QA tasks defined in existing benchmark
QA datasets assumes that the given questions have
enough information for answering. However, real
questions given by users are often ambiguous because users frequently forget to mention important
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Ambiguous Q

What is the masterpiece
drawn by Leonardo da Vinci?
Clarifying Q1

Which museum
displays the
masterpiece?
the Louvre

Clarifying Q2

Problem 1
Existing QA datasets do
not include such
ambiguous questions

Solution 1
Pseudo ambiguous
question generation
using existing datasets

Problem 2
How does the system
generate appropriate
clarifying questions?

Solution 2
Clarifying question
generation using
semantic structures

What is the
motif?
A woman

The answer is “La Joconde”

Figure 1: The problem of clarifying QA

problem on a QA system using question paraphrasing (Otsuka et al., 2019) and building ambiguous
question answering datasets (Min et al., 2020).
However, it is not easy to build a dataset that covers any variation of ambiguous questions because
of the diverse variety of ambiguity in questions
(Figure 1; Problem 1). Moreover, even if we can
define the variation of ambiguity; it is still challenging to find appropriate clarifying questions for
the disambiguation to shape the system answers
(Figure 1; Problem 2).
Sentence structures have an essential role in clarifying the meaning because we control the sentence
clarity by modifiers in syntax. This indicates that
the sentence generation system can also control
sentences’ clarity by focusing on sentence structures. Based on this idea, in this work, we propose
a pseudo ambiguous question generation method
for covering variations of the ambiguous question,
which are derived from clear questions collected in
existing QA datasets (Figure 1; Solution 1). The
proposed method focuses on the syntax structures
of question sentences to add ambiguity by eliminating some parts while considering grammatical
roles from syntax point of view. We also propose
a clarifying question generation method based on
the case frame, which uses the syntax and semantic information of ambiguous questions (Figure 1;
Solution 2). The clarifying question generation
makes it possible to disambiguate the user’s meaning by interacting with the user directly to improve
the QA system performance.
We conducted two experiments to investigate the
quality of proposed generation systems. Qualities
of the pseudo ambiguous questions are evaluated by
both the QA system and the human subjective test.
The performance of the clarifying question generation is investigated by QA system performance
using both the ambiguous questions and answers

to the clarifying questions given by crowdworkers.
Section 2 sets forth our problem definition and
system overview. Section 3 describes the pseudo
ambiguous question generation method. Section 4
explains the proposed clarifying question generation method that uses sentence structures. Section 5 shows the evaluation setting and system performance to verify the ability of our generation
system. We clarify the position of our system in
relation to existing systems in Section 6, and then
conclude this work in Section 7.

2

System overview

Our final goal is to build a clarifying question answering system that can ask a question back to
users if the given questions do not contain sufficient information to distinguish the answer. We
call such questions as ambiguous questions. Figure 2 shows the overall system.
We extract questions from existing QA datasets
to modify them to pseudo ambiguous questions
because building ambiguous question datasets is
costly (Aliannejadi et al., 2019; Xu et al., 2019).
Most of the existing QA datasets consist of pairs of
clear questions and corresponding text spans on target documents. These questions are defined clearly
to distinguish the answer terms from the document.
In other words, if human experts receive these questions, they can find the answer from the documents
even if it takes a lot of time. Our proposal eliminates some important parts of these questions to
generate pseudo ambiguous questions using their
syntax information. In the example presented in
Figure 2, the system adds ambiguity to the question
by removing the verbal phrase that corresponds to
the verb “developed.”
When the QA system receives an ambiguous
question from the pseudo ambiguous question gen32

Question

QA dataset

What was the first comic book written by the
writer who had a series developed into a 2010
film with Bruce Willis and Morgan Freeman?

Answer
Transmetropolitan

conversion

Pseudo Ambiguous Q

What was the first comic book written by the
writer who had a series developed into a 2010
film with Bruce Willis and Morgan Freeman?

Case frame

Generated Clarifying Q
When did the writer have a series?

Clarifying Q generation

Concatenation

2010
The answer is
“Transmetropolitan”

QA model

Figure 2: System overview

erator, the QA system needs to generate a clarifying
question. We focus on predicates in the ambiguous
question and their missing cases on the syntax to
generate the clarifying question. We used the case
frame dictionary to estimate the missing case of
the extracted predicates. In the example in Figure 2, the system generates the clarifying question
“When did the writer have a series?”1 because the
system found that the adverbial modifier of “had”
in the ambiguous question is missing. The system
receives the answer to the clarifying question and
then runs the QA model using both the ambiguous
question and the answer to the clarifying question.
Technical details are described in the following
sections.

3

What was the first comic book written by the
writer who had a series developed into a 2010
film with Bruce Willis and Morgan Freeman?
(ROOT
(SBARQ
(WHNP (WP What)) (SQ (VBD was)
(NP (DT the) (JJ first) (JJ comic) (NN book))
(VP (VBN written) (PP (IN by)
(NP (NP (DT the) (NN writer)) (SBAR (WHNP (WP who)) (S
(VP (VBD had)
(NP (NP (DT a) (NN series)) (SBAR (S
(VP (VBD developed)
(PP (IN into) (NP (DT a) (CD 2010) (NN film)))
(PP (IN with)
(NP (NP (NNP Bruce) (NNP Willis)) (CC and)
(NP (NNP Morgan) (NNP Freeman)))))))))))))))
(. ?)))

What was the first comic book written by the
writer who had a series developed into a 2010
film with Bruce Willis and Morgan Freeman?

Figure 3: Generation of ambiguous question with removal of verbal phrase (VP)

Pseudo ambiguous question generation

It is not realistic to collect all possible varieties of
ambiguous questions because possible ambiguous
questions given to the QA system are diverse and
depend on the situation that the users are facing. In
this paper, we present a method to generate pseudo
ambiguous questions by modifying questions in
existing QA datasets. We apply syntax parsing to
question sentences to focus on modifiers, which
have a role in clarifying the question’s intent, and
then eliminate them from the questions to make the
sentences ambiguous. This section describes the
generation process and its evaluations.

3.1

Question generation using syntax
information

A generation example is shown in Figure 3. In
this example, the system generates an ambiguous
question “What was the first comic book written
by the writer who had a series?” while eliminating
the verbal phrase indicated by “developed” because
the phrase describes the detail of the antecedent “a
series.” We use the Stanford parser (Manning et al.,
2014)2 to get the syntax. Our system focuses on a
verbal phrase (VP) and prepositional phrase (PP)
as chunks to be removed.

1

Formally, this question should be “When did the write
have the series,” but here we explain the system process with
our system outputs.

2
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https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-parser.shtml

Original (w/o modification)
VP
PP
Mixed

EM
55.92
10.88
13.73
13.69

F1
70.15
28.70
34.41
33.73

#questions
VP
PP
Mixed

Table 1: Evaluation scores of QA system given ambiguous questions

3.2

Total
200
1.928
2.351
2.371

Normal
71
2.008
2.492
2.479

Irregular
129
1.9001
2.265
2.292

Table 2: Human evaluation of sentence quality

skills to natives and asked them to evaluate sentences using the following three grades.

Evaluation of pseudo ambiguous questions

We evaluated the proposed pseudo ambiguous question generation from two viewpoints: increased
ambiguity and sentence quality, measured by QA
system accuracy and human subjective evaluation,
respectively. In the experiment, we used the HotpotQA dataset (Yang et al., 2018)3 , which consists
of training and development sets. Note that the
test set is not distributed to be used on their leaderboard; we used the development set as our test set.
We used the training set to train the QA model to
be used for the first evaluation. We modified all
7,405 sentences in the development set to pseudo
ambiguous questions. As the QA model, we used a
BERT-based model with the same setting (Devlin
et al., 2019), which predicts a span in the given document set. Our system generated one ambiguous
question for each original question in this evaluation by eliminating the shortest phrase. We tried
three elimination strategies: removing a VP, removing a PP, and removing a VP and PP’s shortest
phrase (Mixed).

We randomly sampled 200 sentences from the generated 7,405 sentences for the evaluation.
Table 2 shows the result. # indicates frequencies. We categorized the selected 200 sentences
into “Normal” and “Irregular” forms with their interrogative position. The “Normal” form sentences
start from the interrogative. The “Irregular” has the
interrogative on other parts. These results verified
that the “Mixed” strategy achieved a suitable naturalness score of 2.371. However, the “VP” strategy
has lower scores because it eliminates widespread
spans and often removes necessary parts of questions. The “Normal” form had better scores than
the “Irregular” form. Their sentence structures
probably cause this; interrogatives in the “Irregular” form are sometimes placed on the leaves of
syntax trees.

3.2.1 Evaluation on QA accuracy

4

We used exact matching (EM) and F1 scores to
evaluate the QA accuracy. EM indicates the exact
matching accuracy of the extracted answer from the
target documents. QA answers often consist of several words; thus, the harmonic mean of precision
and recall of word matching is also used (F1).
Table 1 shows the result, which indicates that the
accuracy of QA systems decreased in any condition; even our system removed the shortest phrase
for each question. VP had the most significant
impact on decreasing the score; this is probably
because VPs are more widespread than PPs.

We built clarifying question generation system toward a clarifying question answering system, asking a question back to the questioners. The proposed system generates clarifying questions using
predicate-argument structures; it finds predicates
in ambiguous questions and generates questions to
clarify their arguments. We used the case frame
dictionary (Kawahara and Kurohashi, 2006; Kawahara et al., 2014) for the generation, which consists
of frequencies of cases and arguments depending
on predicates. This section describes the technical
details of clarifying question generation.

3.2.2 Evaluation of sentence quality

4.1

In the human subjective evaluation, we hired three
annotators who have comparable English reading

Words or phrases that have specific roles to predicates on dependency structures are called arguments, with their semantic/syntactic roles (cases).
For example, in the sentence “I saw a girl,” “see

3

• 3: Fluent English sentence
• 2: Grammatically correct English sentence
• 1: Incorrect English sentence

https://hotpotqa.github.io/
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Clarifying question generation

Case frame

Predicate sense
eat:1

case
nsubj

eat:2

dobj

argument
they
I
you
...
lunch
meal
breakfast
...

Freq.
12,645
9,682
1,036
944
896
...
12,073
9,366
3,443
3,265
2,081
...

identification, using verbal tags: VB, VBD, VBG,
VBN, VBP, and VBZ. We extracted triples of a
predicate, an argument, and its case of these identified predicates.
In the missing case extraction, the system extracts missing cases (possible but unseen cases) of
identified predicates. The system generates clarifying questions for filling these missing cases. In
the example of Figure 4, the “adverbial modifiers
(adv-mods)” of “write” and “have” are extracted.
Target case decision prioritizes missing cases
with case frequency and the relative position of
predicates; frequent cases and predicates on postposed places have higher priority because frequent
cases in questions probably contain essential information. Case frequencies are calculated from the
QA system’s training data, in our case, the training
set of HotpotQA. Any questions in the training set
are parsed to count the case frequency as shown in
Table 4.
Once the target predicate and the target case are
decided, the case frame dictionary is used again
to determine the interrogative word. The system
looks up the entry of the decided predicate and
case in the dictionary. Then the system picks up
the most frequent interrogative word corresponding
to them (interrogative word decision). The system
generates clarifying questions using the decided interrogative word, predicate, and depending phrase
to the predicate.

Table 3: Examples in case frame
Case
nmod
nsubj
dobj
nsubjpass
advmod
dep
conj
cc
advcl
xcomp
ccomp
compound
cop
case
compound:prt
nmod:tmod

Freq.
81,442
60,702
49,679
23,910
17,991
6,817
5,335
5,152
4,943
4,521
4,461
1,740
1,554
1,529
1,344
1,132

Case
amod
parataxis
acl:relcl
acl
cc:preconj
csubjpass
nmod:poss
nummod
csubj
expl
iobj
neg
mwe
appos
nmod:npmod
discourse

Freq.
951
452
444
285
282
218
177
175
143
108
100
83
62
37
27
6

Table 4: Frequency of each case in the training data

(saw)” is a predicate, and “I” and “a girl” have roles
to the predicate as “nsubj (noun subject)” and “dobj
(direct object).” The case frame is a statistically
collected dictionary consisting of cases, arguments,
and frequencies (case frame frequency) for each
predicate. Kawahara et al., (2014) is distributing
a case frame dictionary, which is based on parsing
results of the Stanford parser to a billion-sentences
English corpus. An example of the case frame dictionary is shown in Table 3. Each predicate entry
has a corresponding predicate sense with its usage
(see numbers after predicates in Table 3).

5

We evaluated the proposed clarifying question generation system. We gave the pseudo ambiguous
question generated by the method presented in
Section 3 to the clarifying question generation described in Section 4.
5.1

Experimental setting

We used the HotpotQA dataset as the original QA
dataset of our system. The HotpotQA dataset
records many complicated sentences with several
modifiers because the dataset was built for QA systems with multi-hop reasoning. As the QA model,
we used a BERT-based model with the same setting (Devlin et al., 2019), which predicts a span
in the given document set. Specifically, we used
the BERT-Base-Uncased model as the pre-trained
model. In the fine-tuning, the batch size was 12, the
training rate was 3e−5 , and the number of epochs
was 2.

4.2 Generation and selection process
Our clarifying question generation outputs clarifying questions to a given ambiguous question sentence by the following four steps.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Experiments

Predicate identification
Missing case extraction
Target case decision
Interrogative word decision

Figure 4 illustrates the generation and selection
process. We used the Stanford parser in predicate
35

What was the first comic
book written by the writer
who had a series?

Parser

P-A
•
•
•
•
•

was-what (cop)
written-book (acl)
written-writer (obl:by)
had-writer (nsubj)
had-series (obj)

Case frame

Missing cases
…
• write-* (advmod)
• have-* (advmod)
…

HotpotQA
train

Case
decision

…
• write-* (advmod)
• have-* (advmod)
…

Case
frequency

Question
generation

When did the
writer have a
series?

Parser

Figure 4: Procedure to generate clarification questions
Original question

As indicated in Figure 2, the pseudo ambiguous
question is given to the system and then the system
generates a clarifying question to the ambiguous
question. The system receives the user’s reply to
the clarifying question in the evaluation. In our
evaluation, we allowed only one clarification for
each question.
We generated pseudo ambiguous questions from
the development set of the HotpotQA dataset as
described in Section 3. In this experiment, we generated several pseudo ambiguous questions from
one sentence with the following conditions.

What was the first comic book written by the
writer who had a series developed into a 2010
film with Bruce Willis and Morgan Freeman?

Ambiguous question

QA
model

“Transmetropolitan

What was the first comic book written by the
writer who had a series developed into a 2010
film with Bruce Willis and Morgan Freeman?

QA
model

Compare

red

Figure 5: Comparison of QA results

1. Eliminated words are less than 50% of the
original question.
2. Eliminated words do not contain any interrogative words.
3. Eliminated parts are selected from both VPs
and PPs.
4. QA system results are changed from correct
to incorrect by the modification.









Assume that you are talking with a chat assistant. “Intention” indicates what you wanted to
ask, and “your question” indicates what you
said to the system. The system says a “clarification question” as a response to your question. First, select Yes/No according to whether
the “clarification question” correctly specifies
missing information of your “intention” or not.
Then, write your answer for the “clarification
question” in the shortest terms. Do not write
the original question itself.

The first and second points are necessary to generate interrogative sentences. For the fourth point,
we input both the original question and the pseudo
ambiguous question with the elimination to a QA
model and compared their results as shown in Figure 5. This is because our focus in this experiment
is whether the clarifying question can recover important information by asking a question back to
the user. We finally selected 850 sentences that
match the above conditions.
We generated clarifying questions to these 850
pseudo ambiguous questions. We used crowdsourcing to add the answer to the clarifying question.
We showed the original question as “intent,” the
pseudo ambiguous question as “your question,” and
the clarifying question as “clarification question”
to the crowdworkers and gave them the following
instructions:

The crowdworkers thus evaluate the correctness of
clarifying questions and then input the answer to
the clarifying question. We assigned five crowdworkers for each sample and then determined the
correctness label by the majority. We used all responses to clarifying questions to calculate the QA
model accuracy. In other words, our evaluation
score is calculated from 850 × 5 = 4, 250 samples.
We concatenated the received answers to the ambiguous questions to be used as the input of the
QA model. We used the same QA model as in
Section 3.2, the BERT-based fine-tuned model.
36

Category
Yes+No
Yes

EM
49.52%
50.21%

F1
57.28%
57.82%

#q
850
486

#eval
4,250
2,430

fully worked in many cases to ask back the phrase.
Recovering VPs was more difficult for the system.

6

Table 5: Evaluation scores of the QA system given
both ambiguous questions and answers to the clarifying
questions. Category means the added correctness of the
clarifying questions. #q and #eval indicate the numbers
of used questions and evaluation samples.

Related works

We built a generation system that clarifies user’s
requests by clarifying questions when the user’s
questions are ambiguous. There are two major
approaches for building a QA system that can withdraw additional information to the initial ambiguous user query. One approach is based on paraphrasing, which paraphrases ambiguous sentences
to clear sentences. The other major approach is
using clarifying or confirmation questions, which
is similar to our system. This section describes
relationships to these works.

5.2 Experimental results
For the correctness of clarifying questions, the ratio
of samples evaluated as “Yes” was 486/850 =
0.572. This indicates that our clarifying question
generation method based on sentence structure and
the case frame dictionary successfully generated
clarifying questions to major questions; however,
we still need to refine the method by focusing on
the content words of questions.
Table 5 shows the accuracy of the QA system
by inputting both ambiguous questions and generated clarifying questions. Note that scores are 0.0%
if we give only ambiguous questions and 100.0%
if we give the original question before adding the
ambiguity. These results show that our clarifying
question recovers 50% of lost information through
interactions, which is lost in the modification process of a pseudo ambiguous question.

6.1

Paraphrasing approach

The paraphrasing approach’s critical idea is converting given user questions to other forms (McKeown, 1983; Buck et al., 2017; Dong et al., 2017).
This idea is similar to query expansion, which is
used in the information retrieval area. It is often
difficult for users to express their questions in clear
language. This difficulty often causes ambiguous
questions. This kind of works tackled this problem by presenting possible paraphrases of the given
ambiguous question with their answers. However,
such approaches do not work well if paraphrased
questions do not contain the appropriate question
for the user. Moreover, the system needs paraphrasing datasets to learn the paraphrasing models,
which requires enormous annotation costs in the
open domain (Min et al., 2020).
Otsuka et al., (2019) used syntactic structures
to generate pseudo training examples for the paraphrasing approach. Our approach is similar to their
works; however, we also used statistical information from the case frame to distinguish the clarified point to realize a dialogue-based system. The
dialogue-based approach has an advantage in decreasing user interaction costs if the system can
predict the clarifying point appropriately.

5.3 Analysis
Table 6 shows examples from the evaluation. In
example 1, the pseudo ambiguous question generation removed the term “Jerry Goldsmith” and
the clarifying question successfully got the word to
recover the information. In example 2, the system
also succeeded in recovering the removed information, but the QA system failed to output the correct
answer by a small difference. In examples 3 and
7, the system’s clarifying question is not appropriate, but the system output the correct answer. In
examples 6 and 7, users may misunderstand their
task and put a new question to clarify their original
question. Recent search system interfaces probably
cause this; the users usually give a new query to the
system if their first search fails. We can improve
the clarification quality in some cases; however, the
system could get additional information to recover
the information, even if the system failed to ask
questions back to the users correctly. In general,
when the ambiguous question was generated by
eliminating PPs, our clarifying question success-

6.2

Clarifying approach

The second approach is giving clarifying questions
to users, which is closer to our approach. The
clarifying strategy has been used widely in conventional spoken dialogue systems because the systems sometimes fail the task by ambiguity caused
by speech recognition or natural language understanding errors (Misu and Kawahara, 2006; Stoy37

#

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Methods
(O) original
(A) ambiguous
(C) clarifying
(R) reply to C
(G) gold
(QA w/ A)
(QA w/ A+R)
(O) original
(A) ambiguous
(C) clarifying
(R) reply to C
(G) gold
(QA w/ A)
(QA w/ A+R)
(O) original
(A) ambiguous
(C) clarifying
(R) reply to C
(G) gold
(QA w/ A)
(QA w/ A+R)
(O) original
(A) ambiguous
(C) clarifying
(R) reply to C
(G) gold
(QA w/ A)
(QA w/ A+R)
(O) original
(A) ambiguous
(C) clarifying
(R) reply to C
(G) gold
(QA w/ A)
(QA w/ A+R)
(O) original
(A) ambiguous
(C) clarifying
(R) reply to C
(G) gold
(QA w/ A)
(QA w/ A+R)
(O) original
(A) ambiguous
(C) clarifying
(R) reply to C
(G) gold
(QA w/ A)
(QA w/ A+R)

sentence
What is the name of the executive producer of the film that has a score composed by Jerry Goldsmith?
What is the name of the executive producer of the film that has a score composed?
which composed?
Jerry Goldsmith
Ronald Shusett
Jerry Goldsmith
Ronald Shusett
The lamp used in many lighthouses is similiar to this type of lamp patented in 1780 by Aime Argand?
The lamp used in many lighthouses is similiar to this type?
what was similiar?
lamp patented in 1780 by Aime Argand
Argand lamp
oil lamp
Lewis lamp
Lt Col. Stewart Francis Newcombe was a British army officer and associate of a military officerthat was given what title?
Lt Col. Stewart Francis Newcombe and associate of a military officerthat was given what title?
which was the Newcombe and associate given?
a military officer
Lawrence of Arabia
British archaeologist, military officer, diplomat, and writer
Lawrence of Arabia
According to the 2001 census, what was the population of the city in which Kirton End is located?
According, what was the population of the city in which Kirton End is located?
where was the End located?
population of the city in which Kirton End is located
35,124
66,900
66,900
Hatyapuri was a novel by the filmmaker of what nationality?
Hatyapuri was a novel of what nationality?
what was novel?
Hatyapuri
Indian
Bengali
Bengali
Which other Mexican Formula One race car driver has held the podium besides the Force India driver born in
Which other Mexican Formula One race car driver has held the podium besides the Force India driver?
where did the car hold?
When was the force India driver born?
Pedro Rodriguez
1990/1/26
Pedro Rodriguez
What relationship does Fred Gehrke have to the 23rd overall pick in the 2010 Major League Baseball Draft?
What relationship does Fred Gehrke have overall pick in the 2010 Major League Baseball Draft?
when did the Gehrke have?
What is the number of the overall pick?
great-grandfather
Miami Marlin
23rd

Table 6: Examples of clarifying question answering. O, A, and C indicate an original question, ambiguous question
generated from the original question, and the generated clarifying question, respectively. Crowdworkers saw these
contexts and input “(R) reply to C”. G is the correct answer to question O and QA w/ A is the output of the QA
model given only the ambiguous question. QA w/ A+R uses both the ambiguous question and the reply to the
clarifying question given by the crowdworkers.

anchev et al., 2014). Our system uses this idea
to tackle a problem of question ambiguity in the
QA system caused by the user’s ability or lack
of knowledge. In recent QA systems, there is a
study to learn the re-ranking function of clarifying questions by deep neural networks (Rao and
Daumé III, 2018). They also proposed a model
based on a generative neural network to generate
clarifying questions (Rao and Daumé III, 2019).
These studies require triples of an ambiguous question, a clarifying question, and a corresponding
fact. Building a large dataset to cover open-domain
QA is costly. Our system does not require such
data preparation cost and uses a general syntactic

parser and the case frame dictionary built without
specified annotations. The system can work on any
QA datasets already developed in the existing work
of QA systems.
Question generation is also widely researched
by using generative models (Duan et al., 2017; Du
et al., 2017; Sasazawa et al., 2019) or syntactic
rules (Heilman and Smith, 2010). Our clarifying
question generation is motivated by them.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we worked on building a clarifying
question answering system for ambiguous questions, questions with some necessary information
38

dropped. We proposed two-generation methods
toward the clarifying question answering system:
pseudo ambiguous question generation based on
syntax and clarifying question generation based
on sentence structures and case frame dictionaries.
Our experimental results revealed that these generation methods worked to drop and to regain the
important information in the original clear questions. The system used domain-independent syntactic and semantic information of questions; thus,
the method can be applied to various QA domains.
Moreover, our method does not require data annotation; we can extend existing QA datasets for the
clarifying QA task.
As future work, we can integrate our model with
other generative models. Another approach is to
use pseudo ambiguous questions as training data of
QA-related modules such as discriminative systems
to predict or score given questions. Improving the
model architecture is another issue, for example,
network design to feed the whole dialogue history
to the QA network.
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